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Abstract
Cytokinesis is the essential process that partitions cellular contents into daughter cells. To identify
and characterize cytokinesis proteins rapidly, we used a functional proteomic and comparative
genomic strategy. Midbodies were isolated from mammalian cells, proteins were identified by
multidimensional protein identification technology (MudPIT), and protein function was assessed
in Caenorhabditis elegans. Of 172 homologs disrupted by RNA interference, 58% displayed
defects in cleavage furrow formation or completion, or germline cytokinesis. Functional dissection
of the midbody demonstrated the importance of lipid rafts and vesicle trafficking pathways in
cytokinesis, and the utilization of common membrane cytoskeletal components in diverse
morphogenetic events in the cleavage furrow, the germline, and neurons.

A critical phase of cell division occurs just after segregation of the duplicated genome, when
the chromosomes, cytoplasm, and organelles are partitioned to two daughter cells in a
process termed cytokinesis. In animal cells, this event is driven by a cortical contraction that
pinches the cell into two and requires coordination of the mitotic spindle, actin cytoskeleton,
and plasma membrane. Failures in cytokinesis can cause cell death and age-related disorders
or lead to a genome amplification characteristic of many cancers (1, 2). To understand the
mechanisms of cytokinesis, the identity and function of proteins comprising the structures
involved must be ascertained. We combined several approaches to obtain and study
conserved and relevant factors, capitalizing on recent advances in proteomics and functional
genomics.

To identify proteins involved in cytokinesis, we examined a transient “organelle-like”
structure called the midbody, first described by Flemming in 1891 as the remnant of cell
division just prior to abscission (3, 4). Morphologically, the mammalian midbody is a dense
structure containing microtubules derived from the spindle midzone tightly bundled by the
cytokinetic furrow (5). Although no clear function has been ascribed to the midbody, it is
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known to contain proteins indispensable for cytokinesis, asymmetric cell division, and
chromosome segregation (6–9).

Mammalian midbody isolation
We isolated midbodies from Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells, adapting published
procedures (5, 10) (Fig. 1). Cells synchronized in mitosis were released and monitored by
phase contrast microscopy to determine when most of them had furrowed to generate
midbodies (Fig. 1A). After incubation in a Taxol- and phalloidin-containing medium that
stabilized microtubules and actin filaments, the cells were lysed in a buffer containing Triton
X-100, solubilizing most cellular structures except midbodies, which were pelleted. Analysis
of the pelleted structures by immunofluorescence microscopy revealed abundant midbodies
(Fig. 1B), which contained tubulin and actin in a complex mixture of proteins (Fig. 1C).
Relative to identical cytoskeletal fractions prepared from interphase cells, midbody
preparations were enriched 30- to 50-fold for two known midbody proteins, tubulin and
dynamin, and for two previously uncharacterized midbody resident proteins identified in this
study, BiP and kinesin heavy chain (KHC) (Fig. 1D) (table S1). However, the biochemical
procedure required for effective midbody isolation prevented recovery of several known
midbody proteins, including INCENP (11) and PRC1 (12), which were eluted from
microtubules by the Taxol treatment, and proteins such as syntaxin and RhoA, which were
solubilized by the Triton X-100 treatment (13, 14).

Identification of midbody components
We identified the proteins present in our midbody preparations by tandem liquid
chromatography and tandem mass spectrometry, taking advantage of multidimensional
protein identification technology (MudPIT), a powerful method for analyzing the
composition of complex protein mixtures (15). Four separate midbody preparations were
analyzed to ensure comprehensive protein identification and to minimize bias against small
or scarce proteins. Mud-PIT data were pooled using DTASelect and protein identification
was validated, yielding 577 proteins found in all four experiments (Fig. 2A). To rapidly
identify novel proteins playing specific roles in cytokinesis, we systematically eliminated
several classes of midbody factors based on protein prediction analysis (417, table S2).
These included ribosomal proteins (13%) and mitochondrial proteins (26%), which are
important for cellular housekeeping functions, and are unlikely to play direct roles in cell
division. The large number of ribosomal and mitochondrial proteins found in our midbody
preparations was not surprising, because previous ultrastructural studies revealed an
abundance of these organelles associated with midbodies, spindle midzones, and
intercellular canals (5, 16–18). We also chose not to characterize proteins likely present due
to contamination of the preparation with nuclei (1 nucleus per 60 to 70 midbodies), such as
histones and chromatin-associated proteins (16%).

The remaining 160 candidate midbody proteins were divided into five groups based on
protein prediction analysis (Fig. 2B). The largest proportion (33%) could be categorized as
secretory or membrane-trafficking proteins, and 29% were actin-associated proteins, 11%
were microtubule-associated proteins, and 11% were protein kinases. A large category
termed “other” contained 16% of the midbody proteins that fell into a variety of different
groups difficult to classify, and included five novel proteins of unknown function. About
36% (57/160) of the candidate proteins had previously been shown to play roles in
cytokinesis in one or more experimental systems, including mammalian or plant cells,
Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, Dictyostelium discoideum, and Aspergillus nidulans (table
S1, Published Cytokinesis Genes). Moreover, 26% (42/160) of our identified proteins had
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previously been localized to cell division remnants or analogous structures (i.e., midbodies,
septum, fusomes, ring canals, and phragmoplasts) in a variety of organisms, but for many of
them a functional role in cytokinesis had not been described (table S1, Previously Localized.

To further validate that we had identified an enriched source of midbody proteins, we used
immunofluorescence to assess the localization of 10 candidates previously uncharacterized
with respect to the midbody, including a novel protein (CGI-49/AAD34044). All 10
displayed midbody localization in HeLa cells (Fig. 3), with variable staining patterns within
the structure. Each protein colocalized with tubulin except for Keap1, a Kelch repeat
protein, which was found in the midbody matrix, the region devoid of tubulin staining (Fig.
3), a localization pattern similar to that of CHO1/MKLP1, a kinesin-like motor (19). In
summary, our midbody preparations contained known cytokinesis proteins (57/160), and
103 proteins previously uncharacterized with respect to cell division, 10 of which displayed
midbody localization.

Functional characterization of mammalian proteins in C. elegans
To rapidly and systematically screen the candidate mammalian midbody proteins for roles in
cytokinesis, we identified homologous C. elegans genes and used RNA interference (RNAi)
to assess their individual loss-of-function phenotypes (Fig. 2C and table S1). A total of 147
of the 160 mammalian midbody proteins (92%) had obvious C. elegans homologs (E value
scores less than 10−10). Eleven additional C. elegans genes showed strong similarity (E
value scores between 10−3 and 10−9) to mammalian midbody components. Only two
midbody proteins identified, Annexin VI and Noggin, a vertebrate neuronal protein, failed to
have a homologous or similar C. elegans counterpart. In total, we analyzed 172 C. elegans
genes, which included 14 paralogs. Of the genes analyzed, 38 had previously been shown to
function during mitosis or meiosis in C. elegans, 16 of these specifically in cytokinesis.

To analyze gene function, we injected double-stranded RNA corresponding to each of the C.
elegans genes individually into hermaphrodite animals that expressed fluorescently tagged
histone H2B and β-tubulin. The effects of RNAi were evaluated 24 to 36 hours later by
time-lapse video microscopy for effects on early embryonic divisions, as well as for gonad
defects of injected animals. We found that 88% of the double-stranded RNAs (141/160
mammalian genes) resulted in scoreable defects in C. elegans after RNAi. For most genes,
RNAi elicited a combination of phenotypes. We used multiple descriptors for each gene
(table S1), and the categories depicted in Fig. 2C therefore add up to greater than 100%.

Analysis of the distribution in phenotypes indicated that defects in cleavage furrow initiation
[Cytokinesis Early (CE), 25%], cleavage furrow termination [Cytokinesis Late (CL), 11%],
and germline cytokinesis [Sterile/Gonad cytokinesis defects (STE/GON), 36%] were most
prevalent (combined and not overlapping = 58%) (Fig. 2C). Other phenotypes included
defects in spindle alignment (14%), chromosome segregation (8%), mitosis (cell cycle
progression or spindle defects, 24%) or meiosis (including polar body extrusion defects,
16%), and fertility [without gonad cytokinesis defects (STE), 16%]. In some cases referred
to as EMB, we did not observe failure in cell division during the first three divisions, but
embryos were inviable (Fig. 2D) (total EMB observed = 104/160, 65%; EMB with no other
observable defects = 35/160, 22%). We also noticed that several genes had mutant alleles
and/or RNAi phenotypes previously characterized as causing uncoordinated phenotypes
possibly attributed to neuronal defects (32/160, 20%) (Fig. 2C). Depletion of many of these
genes by RNAi also caused embryonic lethality and germline cytokinesis defects (28/32).
Previous to our analysis, 17/160 candidate C. elegans genes had been localized to the
midbody, and 16/17 had been shown to function in cytokinesis by classical genetics and
genome-based RNAi screens. Thorough examination of gonads and embryos from injected
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animals showed that 54 genes previously reported as having wild-type RNAi phenotypes
(20–23) actually caused defects in cell division, germline cytokinesis, and various other
phenotypes after RNAi treatment.

Cytokinesis, gonad organization, and polar body extrusion utilize a
conserved set of proteins

The large number of genes that cause defects in cytokinesis after RNAi provides a “parts
list” of proteins functioning in this aspect of cell division, and suggests general roles for
candidate midbody proteins in modulating membrane-cytoskeletal organization and
dynamics. For example, in many RNAi-treated embryos, cleavage furrows did not form, as
in arf-1/ADP ribosylation factor 1 (table S1), indicating that these components are essential
for cleavage plane specification or for recruitment or assembly of contractile elements. In
other cases, furrows appeared to ingress completely yet ultimately failed, as for RACK1
(Fig. 4, E to H) (Movie S2). RACK1, an anchoring receptor for activated protein kinase C
(24), is suppressed in several tumor cell lines (25), as well as in the brain cortex of Down
syndrome fetuses (26). Because RACK1 is thought to function as a scaffolding protein that
mediates interactions among a variety of signaling molecules, the requirement for this
protein suggests the necessity of regulatory cascades in furrow maintenance and/or
completion.

A large percentage of midbody proteins functioning in cytokinesis, including RACK1, were
also required for germline development. Like the blastoderm of Drosophila, the germ-line of
C. elegans has a modified form of cytokinesis in which a multinucleate syncytium is formed
through a series of incomplete furrows (27). Our candidate midbody list included some
genes previously shown in C. elegans to cause a failure in progeny production when
disrupted (21, 22, 28). In 69% of cases where RNAi treatment over long periods (≥36 hours)
caused sterility, we found minor to severe defects in germline cytokinesis (57/82) (Fig. 2D
and Fig. 4, I to P), which is likely responsible for their failure to produce embryos. RNAi
treatment for shorter periods (~16 to 24 hours) often produced cytokinesis defects in the
early embryos. In total, 67% of our genes that were scored as STE/GON (38/57) also
displayed cytokinesis defects in the early embryo.

We identified 16 proteins essential for embryo and germline cytokinesis that were also
required for polar body extrusion, a highly polarized and asymmetric cell division that
occurs during meiosis (Fig. 5, A to C). One such protein, KEAP1, contains Kelch repeats
known to bind actin and also plays a role in responding to oxidative stress (29) (W02G9.2,
Fig. 5B). KEAP1 also has homology to Tea1p, a S. pombe protein that has been proposed to
recruit polarity factors at the cell tip (30). IQGAP (31), a protein previously shown to
function in cytokinesis in other organisms (32), is required for completion of both meiotic
and mitotic divisions as well as for germline formation and maintenance (F09C3.1, Figs. 5C
and 4P).

Specialized membrane domains function in cytokinesis
How membrane and cytoskeletal elements are recruited equatorially and activated at the site
of cleavage furrow formation has been poorly understood. We found a large number of
midbody proteins belonging to the secretory or membrane-associated (38/160) and actin-
associated (20/160) classes that were essential for cytokinesis (Fig. 2D), suggesting that
specialized membrane domains are involved. Plasma membranes are organized into
functional domains by lipid rafts and by attachment to the underlying actin cytoskeleton
(33). Lipid rafts are Triton X-100 –insoluble sphingolipid and cholesterol-rich
microdomains involved in cell signaling events (34 ). Studies in S. pombe showed that
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sterol-rich lipid domains localized to the septum in a cell cycle–dependent manner and that
disruption of these domains inhibited cytokinesis (35 ), although the protein factors involved
were not known. We identified as midbody residents a large number, 25% (40/160), of
membrane–cytoskeletal proteins previously known to associate with lipid rafts, 35% (14/
40) of which gave observable cytokinesis or germline defects when inhibited. This group
includes several Annexins, proteins that bind to phospholipids in a Ca2+-dependent manner
and promote lipid raft assembly (36 ); dynamin, a guanosine triphosphatase (GT-Pase) that
stimulates actin-based vesicle motility (37 ); and rab7, a GTPase that regulates endocytotic
membrane traffic (38) (table S1). Recent studies have shown raft components associated
with division membranes and midbodies in a variety of organisms (39–41). Clustering of
lipid raft proteins and downstream signal transduction pathways above the spindle mid-zone
could target and activate the cytoskeleton and membrane fusion machinery to induce
cleavage furrow invagination. The presence of dynamin is particularly suggestive, because it
could alter actin dynamics and promote cytoskeletal changes at the membrane, leading to
contractile ring assembly. The localization of dynamin at cleavage membranes both in
dividing embryos and the germline reinforces the concept that common mechanisms are at
work (39). Several of the raft-associated factors are also required for furrow completion,
suggesting that their activities might also contribute to dynamic membrane events necessary
for daughter cell separation.

Similar trafficking mechanisms during animal and plant cytokinesis
Once the cleavage site has been established, new membrane must be inserted, but it is
unclear how the necessary protein and membrane elements are delivered to the furrow in
animal cells. Cytokinesis in both plants and animals is known to require a functional
secretory pathway (42, 43), but the events are generally considered to be mechanistically
distinct (44). In dividing plant cells, formation of a new cell wall occurs by the fusion of
predominantly Golgi-derived vesicles to form a structure called the phragmoplast at the cell
division plane (45). In animal cells, Golgi stacks normally undergo fragmentation during
mitosis to promote stochastic partitioning of the organelle to each daughter cell (46). Our
analysis indicates that the midbody possesses functions analogous to that of the
phragmoplast, because it contains Golgiassociated components required for cytokinesis
(24%, 38/160; table S1) (Fig. 3). To validate the large number of Golgi-associated proteins
identified in our screen; we used the cis-Golgi matrix marker, GM130, to observe the
localization of the Golgi specifically during cytokinesis. We observed a striking Golgi
pattern in the midbody, as well as in patches just outside the midbody (Fig. 3), suggesting
that populations of vesicles are poised for transport during daughter cell separation. In
plants, transport of vesicles to the phragmoplast occurs along microtubules (47). One
identified midbody component essential for cytokinesis was KIF4, a microtubule-based
motor that mediates anterograde transport of vesicles in neurons (48) (table S1, Fig. 3) and
could be involved in targeting vesicular transport to the ingressing furrow.

Midbody proteins function in asymmetric cell division and chromosome
segregation

Spindle positioning is essential to generate cells of unequal size and to determine the
geometry of the cleavage plane. In asymmetrically dividing cells like the early C. elegans
embryo, the midbody is thought to provide a positional cue in the subsequent cell division
by marking a site on the plasma membrane where astral microtubules will later be captured
to orient the spindle (6). In addition to components of the dyneindynactin complex and G
protein β (8, 49), factors known to participate in spindle alignment, we also identified
membrane remodeling and vesicular trafficking proteins in the midbody that were required
for proper spindle rotation in early embryonic divisions. These include Endophilin B1,
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Huntingtin interacting protein 1 (HIP1/DUO), Copine I, and CLIP-170 (table S1). A specific
function of these proteins in either delivering cortical cues or in promoting interactions
between astral microtubules and the plasma membrane can now be explored.

Another spindle function of some midbody components was in chromosome segregation.
One previously characterized class, called “chromosome passenger proteins,” includes a
complex containing the Aurora kinase B (table S1), which initially resides at kinetochores
promoting chromosome congression, but dissociates during anaphase and persists in the
central spindle and midbody, where it also functions in cytokinesis (50). We have now
discovered unexpected roles in chromosome segregation for several additional midbody
proteins including Endoplasmin/ GRP94, the most abundant endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
protein (51). Depletion of T05E11.3-Endoplasmin prevented proper chromosome alignment
at the metaphase plate (Fig. 5G) and caused lagging chromosomes during anaphase (Fig. 5,
H and I) (Movie S4). These phenotypes demonstrate a novel role for Endoplasmin and
suggest a direct or indirect role of the ER during mitosis. In addition, we identified other
factors, including F13F3.3–Flotillin 1 and M03F4.7-Calcyclin, required for proper
chromosome segregation. Flotillin 1 is a lipid raft–associated integral membrane protein
implicated in Alzheimer’s disease and diabetes (52, 53), and recently was localized to the
midbody in hematopoietic cells (54). Calcyclin is a member of the S100 family that is
elevated in a number of malignant tumors and associates with several actin-binding proteins
and other lipid raft–associated Annexins in a calcium-dependent manner (55). These
unpredicted results suggest functions for calcium-binding and membrane-associated factors
in chromosome segregation and highlight the utility of a functional proteomic approach.

Midbody proteins function in cell cycle regulation and signaling events
The final stage of cytokinesis occurs at the midbody, where daughter cell separation occurs,
but little is known about how this event is synchronized with exit from the mitotic phase of
the cell cycle. As a transient structure assembled just before the terminal step in division, the
midbody is a logical place to coordinate the completion of cytokinesis with regulation of the
cell cycle machinery. Consistent with this hypothesis, we identified several important cell
cycle regulatory proteins in the midbody, including the master mitotic kinase Cdc2, and
factors required for mitotic exit, including components of the anaphasepromoting complex
that targets key mitotic proteins for degradation. As expected, inhibition of these factors led
to general defects in mitotic progression and embryonic lethality (table S1). Other specific
activators of proteolysis, such as the ubiquitin ligase components NEDD4 and Cullin1, were
also identified as essential midbody residents that could target key regulators of cytokinesis
for disposal. NEDD4 has also been proposed to function in cell signaling events in
association with lipid rafts (56 ). Selective degradation of cell cycle regulatory and
membrane-cytoskeletal proteins may constitute an essential function at the midbody in
coordinating two irreversible steps: mitotic exit and daughter cell abscission.

We were surprised to identify as midbody proteins two glucose transporters GLUT1 (Fig. 3)
and GLUT4, both of which were required for the initiation of cytokinesis as well as for
germline cytokinesis (table S1). During interphase these glucose transport proteins reside in
vesicles that fuse with the plasma membrane in response to stimulation by insulin or other
growth factors (57), and at the cell surface associate with lipid raft components implicated in
signaling and membrane trafficking events (58). Although a requirement for glucose
transporters in achieving cytokinesis is not easily explained, our findings raise the possibility
that GLUT1 and GLUT4 are involved in the assembly or dynamics of membrane
compartments necessary for furrow ingression.
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Functional analysis of midbody proteins reveals conserved morphogenetic
mechanisms

We used a functional proteomic strategy to identify new factors involved in cytokinesis.
This approach took advantage of several tools: the ability to synchronize tissue culture cells
and isolate midbodies, MudPIT technologies to characterize large protein complexes,
genome databases to identify homologs, and the capacity to rapidly assess the phenotypes
caused by disruption of gene function using RNAi in C. elegans. Conservation and
functional relevance of the identified mammalian proteins were apparent, because 92%
(147/160) had homologs in C. elegans, with 58% of these resulting in cytokinesis defects
when inhibited. The diverse array of factors identified, 64% (103/ 160) of which were not
previously localized to the midbody and 48% (49/103) of which are required for cytokinesis,
provided an unprecedented look at the cellular machineries involved.

The predominance and nature of the membrane/vesicle and actin-binding proteins required
implicate specialized membrane domains containing lipid rafts and vesicle trafficking
components in establishing the cleavage furrow, mediating plasma membrane invagination
and abscission. Intriguingly, in addition to cell division defects, 20% of the identified
proteins also caused uncoordinated phenotypes upon depletion, indicating function during
neuronal and/or muscle morphogenesis in C. elegans. The midbody may be analogous to the
bundled microtubules found in neuronal extensions, because both structures possess similar
proteins and signaling pathways regulating actin and microtubule dynamics, as well as
vesicular trafficking events that include, for example, citron kinase, MKLP1/ CHO1, and
HIP1 (59–61). Ancient and common pathways may function to establish and maintain
membrane-cytoskeletal dynamics in different cell types and organisms. Fourteen percent of
the mammalian proteins identified in this study are implicated in human diseases with
membrane-cytoskeletal pathologies, such as Huntington’s disease, deafness, sclerosis,
melanoma, and leukemia (62–66), suggesting that functional characterization of cell division
proteins may help to identify mammalian disease loci and characterize pathologies. The
utilization of common components in diverse dynamic membrane cytoskeletal events in the
cleavage furrow, the germline, and neurons indicates ancient mechanisms mediating cell
division and complex morphogenetic cellular processes critical in human development and
disease.
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Fig. 1.
Isolation of CHO cell midbodies. (A) Synchronized CHO cells in the late stages of
cytokinesis. (B) Isolated midbodies following biochemical preparation. In addition to
bipolar midbodies (left, top inset), multipolar spindle midbodies (bottom inset) were also
obtained, likely resulting from polyploid CHO cells. (C) Silver-stained gel showing the
complex protein composition of isolated midbodies separated by SDS–polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis. (D) Western blot showing enrichment of candidate proteins in midbodies
(MID) isolated from synchronized cells as compared to a fraction prepared from
unsynchronized interphase cells (INT) treated in the same manner. Each lane contained 10
μg of total protein and was probed with antibodies recognizing Dyn2 (dynamin II), α-
tubulin, KHC (kinesin heavy chain), or BiP.
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Fig. 2.
Distribution of functional categories of the identified proteins and RNAi phenotypes of the
C. elegans homologs. (A) Pie chart displaying the categories of mammalian proteins
identified by midbody mass spectrometry analysis (total number of proteins = 577).
Candidate midbody proteins (160) chosen for further study are in red. Mitochondrial,
ribosomal, nuclear, transcription/translation, and heat shock proteins also identified in the
midbody preparations were not pursued in this study (table S2). (B) Pie chart illustrating the
percentage of mammalian proteins in each functional category. (C) Bar graph displaying the
percentage of C. elegans genes targeted by RNAi in each phenotype category. Some genes
gave multiple phenotypes and were therefore listed in multiple categories. (D) The
percentage of genes with cell division phenotypes belonging to specific functional classes.
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Fig. 3.
Localization of putative midbody proteins to the midbody in mammalian cells.
Immunofluorescence showing 10 candidate midbody proteins previously uncharacterized
with respect to the midbody. GM130 marks the localization of the Golgi in the midbody.
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Fig. 4.
Examples of cytokinesis and germline cytokinesis defects following RNAi of midbody
components. (A to D) Wild-type (WT) embryo; (E to H) K04D7.1-RACK1 RNAi. (A and
E) Pronuclei meet in the center of the embryo. (B and F) Spindle sets up on the anterior-
posterior axis [cytoplasmic clearing is apparent in (F)]. (C and G) Cleavage furrow
ingresses. (D) WT embryo continued to divide (Movie S1). (H) K04D7.1-RACK1–inhibited
embryo failed to complete cytokinesis and the furrow regressed (Movie S2). Scale bar, 5
μm. (I to P) Germline cytokinesis defects resulting from RNAi of midbody components. (I)
Top focal plane, and (M) mid-focal plane of WT gonad showing organized nuclei at the
periphery and a central region devoid of nuclei (the rachis) in the distal portion of the gonad.
(J) Enlargement of top focal plane and (N) mid-focal plane of a WT gonad. (K) Top focal
plane of W02G9.2-Keap1 gonad, showing germ cells with multiple nuclei. (O) Mid-focal
plane of W02G9.2-Keap1, showing a diminished rachis and multinucleate germ cells that
appear larger than normal. (L) Mid-focal plane of T01G1.3-SEC31 gonad, showing nuclei
within the rachis. (P) Mid-focal plane of F09C3.1-IQGAP gonad, showing multinucleate
cellularized germ cells. Scale bar, 5 μm.
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Fig. 5.
Examples of meiotic and chromosome segregation defects after RNAi treatment. (A) WT
embryo with two polar bodies (arrowheads) extruded. (B) W02G9.2-Keap1–deficient
embryo in which one polar body failed to be extruded, resulting in three nuclei (marked with
asterisks) within the embryo. An arrowhead marks the extruded polar body. (C) F09C3.1-
IQGAP–depleted embryo in which both polar bodies failed to extrude (four nuclei marked
with asterisks). (D to F) Montage of metaphase through anaphase in a WT embryo
expressing histone H2B::GFP (Movie S3). (D) A normal metaphase plate. (E and F)
Anaphase. (G to I) Montage of T05E11.3-Endoplasmin–depleted embryo expressing histone
H2B::GFP that displayed chromosome segregation defects (Movie S4). Note the lack of
chromosome congression to the metaphase plate in (G) and lagging chromosomes in (H) and
(I) during anaphase (marked by arrowheads). Scale bar, 5 μm.
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